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We demonstrate a native CNOT gate between two individually addressed neutral atoms based on
electromagnetically induced transparency. This protocol utilizes the strong long-range interactions of
Rydberg states to enable conditional state transfer on the target qubit when operated in the blockade regime.
An advantage of this scheme is it enables implementation of multiqubit CNOTk gates using a pulse
sequence independent of qubit number, providing a simple gate for efficient implementation of digital
quantum algorithms and stabilizer measurements for quantum error correction. We achieve a loss corrected
gate fidelity of F cor

CNOT ¼ 0.82ð6Þ, and prepare an entangled Bell state with F cor
Bell ¼ 0.66ð5Þ, limited at

present by laser power. We present a number of technical improvements to advance this to a level required
for fault-tolerant scaling.
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Neutral atoms are a promising candidate for scalable
quantum computing, pairing long coherence times with
strong long-range interactions of highly excited Rydberg
states [1–5]. Major advantages over other technologies are
the ease with which the system can be scaled to create
deterministically loaded, defect-free arrays of single atoms
in one [6], two [7,8], and three dimensions [9,10] or
through use of atomic ensembles [11]. Additionally the
exquisite control over the atom-atom interactions offered
through choice of Rydberg state and tuning using external
static [12], microwave [13–15], or optical [16] electric
fields to engineer highly anisotropic interactions with
variable length scale. The strong long-range interactions
give rise to a blockade mechanism whereby within a
volume of radius R≲ 10 μm only a single Rydberg
excitation can be created [17]. Rydberg blockade can be
exploited to create deterministic entanglement [18–21] or
realize high-fidelity two-qubit gate operations [22–27].
These gates have enabled recent demonstration of quantum
algorithms [28], with the ability to engineer nonlocal qubit
connectivity through use of mobile tweezers to dynamically
rearrange atoms [29].
The strong interactions can be further extended to

perform native multiqubit gates [30–42] providing a route
to efficient implementation of quantum circuits [43,44].
These gates can be realized using sequential excitation
pulses applied to each qubit [31–34], or through simulta-
neous addressing [37,40] as recently demonstrated for a
three qubit Toffoli gate [26]. For both approaches, pulse-
shaping and quantum optimal control techniques have been
utilized to obtain high-fidelity protocols [26,45,46].
However, due to the

ffiffiffiffi
N

p
scaling of the collective Rabi

frequency for Rydberg excitation in the blockade regime,
these protocols require reoptimization as the number of

qubits changes. An alternative approach based on electro-
magnetically induced transparency (EIT) was originally
proposed by Müller et al. [42]. This scheme provides a
scalable approach to performing multiqubit gates with a
single control and k target qubits (CNOTk) without the
need to compensate for the collectively enhanced Rabi
frequency, enabling implementation using a pulse sequence
that is independent of k.
In this Letter we present the first demonstration of this

EIT gate protocol for two qubits, verifying the ability to
perform a native CNOT gate without requiring additional
single qubit rotations, yielding a loss corrected gate fidelity
of F cor

CNOT ¼ 0.82ð6Þ. We utilize this gate sequence to
prepare an entangled Bell state with a corrected fidelity
of F cor

Bell ¼ 0.66ð5Þ. While our current demonstration is
limited by laser power, we propose a number of technical
improvements to reach sufficiently high fidelities to facili-
tate the creation of entangled states for performing mea-
surements beyond the standard quantum limit [47], and
achieving fault-tolerant computing using surface codes for
topological error correction [48].
The CNOT gate protocol proposed by Müller et al. [42]

is illustrated in Fig. 1, with control and target atoms with
states jiic;t, respectively, where i ¼ 0, 1 correspond to
computational basis states and i ¼ e, r are the intermediate
excited and Rydberg states respectively. We consider
two atoms that are optically trapped at a separation R
[Fig. 1(a)], and individually addressed. The control qubit is
coupled from j1ic → jric by a laser with Rabi frequencyΩr
and the target qubit is addressed by a pair of ground-state
Raman lasers each with Rabi-frequency ΩpðtÞ driving a
two-photon resonance from j1it → j0it with detuning Δ
from the intermediate excited state jeit. A strong coupling
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laser with detuning −Δ couples jeit → jrit with Rabi
frequency Ωc. The temporal excitation sequence for the
CNOT gate protocol is shown in Fig. 1(b), where a π pulse
is applied to the control qubit followed by a smooth
adiabatic pulse with area A ¼ R

dtΩpðtÞ2=2Δ ¼ π on the
target qubit, then a final π pulse on the control qubit.
For the case of the control atom initially in state j0ic as

shown in Fig. 1(c), the Hamiltonian for the target qubit is
given by

Ht ¼ ℏΩpðtÞ=2ðj1ithej þ j0ithejÞ
þ ℏΩc=2jeithrj − ℏΔjeithej þ H:c:; ð1Þ

which for jΔj ≫ ΩpðtÞ;Ωc allows adiabatic elimination of
the intermediate jeit. The resultingHamiltonian has twoEIT
dark states jd1it¼ðj1it− j0itÞ=

ffiffiffi
2

p
and jd2it¼ð1þx2Þ−1=2

½ðj1itþj0itÞ=
ffiffiffi
2

p
−xjrit� with x ¼ ffiffiffi

2
p

ΩpðtÞ=Ωc [42].
For Ωc=Ωmax

p ≳ 2, and with the target qubit initially in an
arbitrary state jψit ¼ αjd1i þ βjd2i, during the smooth
Raman pulse the qubit adiabatically follows the dark state
corresponding to j0icjψit → j0icjψit.
If instead the control qubit is in state j1ic, the initial π

pulse transfers population to jric resulting in detuning of
the target Rydberg state by the dipole-dipole interaction
energy VðRÞ as shown in Fig. 1(d). This modifies the
target Hamiltonian to H0

t ¼ Ht þ VðRÞjrithrj, which for
VðRÞ > ℏΩ2

c=ð4ΔÞ is sufficient to break the EIT condition
enabling the target qubit to undergo a Raman π pulse. This
protocol thus realizes a native CNOT gate corresponding to
the mapping j1icj0it ↔ j1icj1it.
The experiment setup, previously described in Ref. [19]

and illustrated schematically in Fig. 2(a), uses a pair of
individually trapped 133Cs atoms separated by 6 μm that are
cooled to 5 μK and detected using fluorescence collected
on a sCMOS camera [49]. Qubits are encoded in the
hyperfine clock states, with j1i ¼ j6S1=2; F ¼ 4; mF ¼ 0i
and j0i¼ j6S1=2;F¼3;mF¼0i. Atoms are prepared in j1i

using a linearly polarized optical pumping beam resonant
with the transition from j6S1=2; F ¼ 4i → j6P1=2; F0 ¼ 4i,
and we implement destructive state detection using a strong
resonant blow-away beam to remove atoms in F ¼ 4 prior
to imaging. To overcome limitations in optical pumping
fidelity due to finite polarization purity, after preparation in
j1i we apply a resonant microwave π pulse from j1i → j0i
followed by a blow-away pulse to eject atoms from F ¼ 4
to eliminate errors from states outside the computational
basis [50]. To suppress ac Stark shifts and Rydberg
antitrapping from the dipole trap beam, trap light is
extinguished for 5 μs during which the EIT gate pulses are
applied.
For demonstration of the EIT gate protocol we utilize the

laser couplings shown in Fig. 2(b). Rydberg excitation to
81D5=2 is performed using two-photon excitation via the
6P3=2 intermediate excited state. An 852 nmdiode laser with
Rabi frequency Ωa couples j1ic → jeic with detuning Δ,
and a frequency doubled Ti:sapphire laser at 509 nm with
detuning Δc ∼ −Δ and Rabi frequency Ωc couples from
jeic → jric. These lasers are locked to an ultralow expan-
sion (ULE) cavity to obtain sub-kHz linewidths [53] using a
detuning of Δ=2π ¼ 870 MHz from the j6S1=2; F ¼ 4i →
j6P3=2; F0 ¼ 5i transition. The qubit laserΩa is focused to a
waist of 3 μm to locally address the control qubit, while the
coupling laser is focused down to a 1=e2 waist of 18 μm
to illuminate both control and target atoms equally. Both
beams are σþ polarized to maximize coupling from j1i →
j81D5=2; mj ¼ 5=2i resulting in a two-photon Rabi fre-
quency of Ωr=2π ¼ 1.77 MHz.

(a)

(b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 1. EIT gate protocol. (a) A single control and target atom
trapped in two optical dipole traps separated by distance R.
(b) CNOT pulse sequence. (c) If the control atom is in j0ic during
the smooth pulse the target qubit adiabatically follows the EIT
dark state j0it → j0it leaving its state unchanged. (d) If the
control atom is initially in j1ic then strong dipole-dipole
interactions VðRÞ detune the target qubit Rydberg state, breaking
the EIT resonance and enabling resonant transfer j0it → j1it.

(a) (b)

FIG. 2. Experiment setup. (a) Schematic showing single atoms
trapped in microscopic tweezer traps, overlapped with the
Rydberg laser on a dichroic mirror (DM) and circularly polarized
using a quarter wave plate (QWP). The Raman and qubit
lasers are combined on a polarizing beam splitter (PBS)
and counterpropagate with the Rydberg and trapping lasers.
(b) Qubit level scheme with j1i ¼ j6S1=2; F ¼ 4; mF ¼ 0i,
j0i ¼ j6S1=2; F ¼ 3; mF ¼ 0i, and jri ¼ j81D5=2; mj ¼ 5=2i.
The qubit (red) and Rydberg (green) lasers drive a two-photon
transition from j1i → jri detuned by Δ from the intermediate
state jei. The Raman laser Ωp (brown) drives transitions between
j1i → j0i, and is phase locked to Ωa.
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The Raman laser driving two-photon couplings from
j1i → j0i is derived from a second 852 nm diode laser
which uses an electro-optic modulator to generate side-
bands at �4.6 GHz before filtering out the carrier using a
Mach-Zehnder interferometer [54] to obtain copropagating
Raman beams with equal amplitude [19]. To ensure the
Raman laser meets the EIT resonance condition, the carrier
is phase-locked to the qubit laser (ωa) to transfer the narrow
linewidth while ensuring both target and control atoms
have a common intermediate state detuning with the
coupling laser. The Raman light is aligned onto the target
qubit using a tightly focused beam waist of 3 μm with Rabi
frequency ΩpðtÞ and σþ polarization to perform local
operations and EIT. A second orthogonally polarized
Raman beam with a 1=e2 waist of 15 μm is used to
perform global operations on both qubits. This beam has
an additional 80 MHz detuning from the intermediate level
to avoid creating additional EIT resonances with states
mj ¼ þ1=2; 3=2.
To implement the CNOT protocol we use an acousto-

optical modulator to apply a smooth adiabatic pulse
to the target qubit of the form ΩpðtÞ ¼ Ωmax

p ðtÞ½1−
cosð2πt=τÞ�=2, resulting in a pulse area of
A ¼ 3τΩmax

p =8, where τ is the pulse duration and Ωmax
p

is the peak two-photon Rabi frequency from j0it → j1it.
The description above presents a simplified picture as two-
photon excitation via 6P3=2 involves not one but four
intermediate hyperfine states jfe;mf ¼ 1it coupled to the
target qubit [Fig. 3(a)]. Only fe ¼ 3, 4 contribute to the
Raman and EIT resonance, while the fe ¼ 2 and 5 states
provide independent routes for Rydberg excitation from j1i
or j0i and contribute significant ac Stark shifts to the
Raman resonance. While the ac shifts evolve dynamically
during the pulse sequence, we find applying a fixed
detuning of the Raman laser is sufficient to obtain high
fidelity state transfer. To optimize pulse parameters the
smooth adiabatic Raman pulse is applied in the absence of
the coupling laser and the peak power and detuning
adjusted to maximize the state transfer j1it → j0it, with
results shown in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c). For a τ ¼ 2 μs
pulse duration the total peak power in the Raman beam
is 110 nW, corresponding to Ωmax

p =2π ¼ 0.67 MHz and an
optimal Raman detuning of δ=2π ¼ 0.28ð2Þ MHz in excel-
lent agreement with theory [50].
Following optimization of coherent state transfer, the

coupling laser is then applied and its detuning is scanned to
locate the EIT resonance corresponding to the frequency at
which j1it → j1it. Data in Figs. 3(d)–3(f) show EIT scans
as a function of pulse duration for τ ¼ 1.5, 2 and 3 μs,
taken with a coupling power of 170 mW corresponding to a
coupling Rabi frequency of Ωc=2π ∼ 40 MHz for fe ¼ 3,
4. In each case, the data are compared to numeric
simulations with good qualitative agreement with the
theoretical model with additional features in the spectra
coming from the hyperfine structure of the intermediate

6P3=2 level [50]. For τ ¼ 1.5 μs the resulting EIT is not
well defined, with leakage to j1it at all detunings due to the
finite ratio Ωc=Ωp ≲ 1. For longer pulse durations we
observe suppression of state transfer on the EIT resonance.
Below we use τ ¼ 2 μs to minimize the time the control
qubit is required to remain in the Rydberg state. For this
duration with Δc=2π ¼ 1.8 MHz we measure Pj0it ¼
0.04ð10Þ, showing minimal leakage during the adiabatic
pulse evolution.
Using the optimized pulse parameters on the target qubit

we proceed to demonstrate the CNOT gate operation
applied to the two qubits, where for a 6 μm separation
VðRÞ=2π ¼ 35 MHz [55]. To characterize the gate oper-
ation we prepare atoms in each of the four computational
basis states using microwave pulses and measure the
resulting output states. Local microwave operations are
implemented using the method of Xia et al. [56] by
applying a calibrated ac Stark shift on the control qubit
to ensure it undergoes a 4π rotation during the target qubit
operation [50]. Using destructive blow away it is not possible
to discriminate between atom loss events and an atom in
F ¼ 4 being removed from the trap. To overcome this
issue, after the gate is applied we rotate each of the basis
states into j00i to allow measurements conditioned on two-
atom survivals, and the resulting corrected output probabil-
ities are obtained by rescaling the raw two-atom survivals by
the two-atom survival probability when no blow away beam
is applied.We characterize our ability to prepare andmeasure

(a) (b)

(d) (e) (f)

(c)

FIG. 3. Pulse optimization. (a) Target atom qubit excitation
scheme, showing all the hyperfine levels of the intermediate state
6P3=2. (b) Smooth-pulse optimization with Ωc ¼ 0 to maximize
transfer j1i → j0i as a function of two-photon detuning δ and
(c) relative pulse power Prel for τ ¼ 2 μs. (d)–(f) EIToptimization
vs coupling laser detuning for τ ¼ 1.5; 2; 3 μs to find EIT
resonance where state transfer is suppressed due to adiabatic
following of the dark state j1i → j1i. Data are overlaid with
theoretical model (gray line) [50].
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computational states using this technique, resulting in raw
and corrected state preparation fidelities given by F prep ¼
1=4TrðUT

meas �UidealÞ ¼ 0.81ð2Þ and 0.91(4), respectively,
and an average two-atom survival probability of
0.89(1) [50].
The EIT gate matrix is shown in Fig. 4, with the

uncorrected measurements clearly revealing the character-
istic structure of the native CNOT gate and verifying that
for the control qubit in j0ic the EIT on the target site
maintains its initial state while for the control atom in j1ic
we obtain a rotation of the target states. From the raw data
we see the probability of survival is reduced by ∼25%
when the control atom is excited to the Rydberg state due to
additional losses of the control atom from the Rydberg
state. This loss is dominated by the finite laser phase noise
which reduces the probability of the control qubit returning
to j1ic after the two π pulses [26], and is much larger than
the < 5% loss predicted from radiative decay and
off-resonant scattering from the coupling laser during the
τ ¼ 2 μs the control atom is in the Rydberg state [50].
The raw gate fidelity is FCNOT ¼ 0.55ð3Þ, and in Fig. 4(b)
we show that renormalizing the elements by the two-
atom survival probability results in comparable values
for all nonzero elements and a corrected gate fidelity
of F cor

CNOT ¼ 0.82ð6Þ.
To demonstrate the CNOT protocol is able to generate

deterministic entanglement we prepare atoms in the
jΦþi ¼ ðj00i þ j11iÞ= ffiffiffi

2
p

Bell state using the gate
sequence shown in Fig. 5(a). For these measurements state
preparation is performed using the Raman lasers rather than
microwaves to ensure the phase of the input state is well
defined with respect to the phase of the Raman pulse
applied during the gate. We apply a local Xðπ=2Þ to the
target qubit, followed by a global Xðπ=2Þ pulse. The delay
between pulses is chosen such that the target qubit
accumulates phase ZðπÞ to map j00i→ðj00iþij10iÞ= ffiffiffi

2
p

[50] which is converted to jΦþi following application
of the CNOT gate. Bell state populations are shown in
Fig. 5(b), with direct measurement of ρ00 (ρ11) performed
from measurement of two-atom survivals with (without) a

global XðπÞ pulse applied, and the remaining elements
estimated using the lower bound of [20].
The fidelity of the generated Bell state is equal to

FBell¼hΦþjρjΦþi¼ðρ00þρ11Þ=2þjcj, where c ¼ jcjeiϕc

is the coherence between j00i and j11i. The coherence is
measured using parity oscillations after a global phase
accumulation ZðϕÞ and global rotation Xðπ=2Þ, where the
phase accumulation is realized by varying the delay
prior to the final analysis pulse [57]. The resulting parity
ΠðϕÞ ¼ ρ00 þ ρ11 − ρ01 − ρ10 ¼ 2ReðdÞ − 2jcj cosð2ϕ þ
ϕcÞ þ ρxx, where d is the coherence between j01i and j10i
and ρxx is the two-atom loss probability [50]. Figure 5(c)
shows the measured parity oscillation, corresponding to a
Bell state coherence with amplitude jcj ¼ 0.17ð3Þ and an
average value hΠiϕ ¼ 0.04ð2Þ in good agreement with
ρxx ¼ 0.06ð2Þ measured independently in the absence of
the state-selective blow away beam.
Combining the measurements of population and coher-

ence, we find a raw fidelity of FBell ¼ 0.44ð5Þ which lies
below the threshold for entanglement and below the
theoretically predicted value of 0.78 [50] due to the
enhanced losses discussed above. However, from our
loss-corrected population measurements, and rescaling
the coherence by the average two-atom survival without
blow-away P ¼ 0.67ð5Þ, we obtain a corrected fidelity of
F cor

Bell ¼ 0.66ð7Þ, demonstrating the gate protocol is capable
of generating entangled quantum states.
In conclusion, we have presented the first realization of a

native CNOT gate between two neutral atoms based on
EIT. Correcting for losses we obtain a gate fidelity
F cor

CNOT ¼ 0.82ð6Þ and demonstrate coherent parity oscil-
lations of a jΦþi Bell state achieving F cor

Bell ¼ 0.66ð7Þ. The
major limitations in the current implementation arise from
technical dephasing noise in the Rydberg excitation lasers
which prevent high fidelity recovery of the control atom
from the Rydberg state, and the limited power available for

(a) (b)

FIG. 4. Gate measurement. (a) Raw and (b) loss-corrected
CNOT gate data with fidelities of FCNOT ¼ 0.55ð3Þ and
F cor

CNOT ¼ 0.82ð6Þ.

(a)

(b) (c)

FIG. 5. Bell state preparation. (a) Gate sequence applied for
Bell state preparation and analysis. (b) Measured Bell state
populations. (c) Parity oscillation with amplitude jcj ¼ 0.17ð1Þ.
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the coupling laser which reduces the gate speed, increasing
the time the control qubit must remain in the Rydberg
manifold.
This limitation can be circumvented using two-photon

excitation via 7P1=2, which benefits from reduced scatter-
ing and ac Stark shift errors due to having fewer
intermediate hyperfine levels, a reduction in excited state
linewidth ∼ ×1=5 and can utilize high-power laser
sources at 1039 nm. We show that for modest parameters
F > 0.998 are achievable for 500 ns gate times [50]. This,
combined with techniques to suppress laser phase noise
[20], offers a route to high-fidelity gate implementation
competitive with current controlled phase gates [25–27].
The primary advantage of the EIT protocol demonstrated
here is the intrinsic scalability to many qubits, enabling
implementation of an identical pulse sequence on k target
qubits to realize a CNOTk that provides an important gate
for error correction [48]. Multiqubit gate fidelities are
limited by residual target-target interactions, however this
can be suppressed using a combination of geometric
arrangement [58], careful choice of states [40] or different
atomic isotopes [24] or species [59] to obtain a fidelity of
F k ¼ 0.998k [50].

The data presented in the Letter are available in Ref. [60].
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Note added.—Recently, we became aware of related work
calculating multiqubit gate fidelities based on this EIT
protocol using heteronuclear interactions to suppress target-
target couplings [61].
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